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Management Summary

Using System
Development
Methods

This document is the Management Summary of

Foundation Research Report 57, published in June
1987. The full report is available to members of the
Butler Cox Foundation.

In the continuing struggle to improve the quality,
cost, and timeliness of information systems, many
organisations have invested heavily in proprietary
system development methods, techniques, and
tools.

To understand system development methods and
their purposeit is necessary to cast some light on the

confusion of terms currently in use. We formally
define the terms techniques, methods, and tools
in the main report, but basically a technique (data
analysis, for example) is the procedure for
carrying out a particular development activity; a
method is a way of using a technique (or a com-

bination of techniques) for one or more develop-

ment phases; and a tool is an automated aid
(usually software) to help in using a technique or

method.

Costs are high, but

made for the cost of the methods and their
supporting tools, the cost of training staff to use the
costs incurred

whilst the methods are being implemented. Never-

theless, the benefits of using system development

methods can be substantial and they fall into two
main categories: Improved quality of systems; and

improved control over the development process
itself in terms of both cost and time. Development
methods provide these benefits because they can:

Promote a better fit between the business require-

ment and the end-product by ensuring that the

definitional and analysis phases are thorough
and complete, and by improving communications between developers and users.

Ensure that proper objectives, milestones, and
budgets exist, and they provide the means to
measureprogress against them objectively.
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Encourage
better
utilisation
of staff by
promoting conformity of working practice and,
hence, mobility across projects.
However, introducing a method does not ofitself

necessarily

improve

development

productivity.

Productivity gains (developing systems less expensively and with less effort) come from using tools
that support methods.

No single method
provides a complete
solution

(The process most frequently used is the conventional linear process, which uses a staged develop-

The total cost of introducing proprietary methods
can be high
running to hundredsof thousands, or
even millions, of dollars by the time allowance is
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in-housepractices.

Unfortunately, no one of the current proprietary
methods covers the range of different processes.

substantial

lost-opportunity

wrong level of detail, or developing conflicting

The demands on typical systems department are
so diverse that several different development
processes may need to be used at any one time.

benefits can be

methods, and the

Avoid effort being wasted through confused responsibilities, duplication of work, working at the

ment cycle and proceeds linearly through analysis,
design, construction, testing, and implementation;
other development processes include iterative,
small-system, application-package, and acceler-

ated. Their characteristics are described in the
main report.) We analysed a sample of 40 proprietary methods and tools and found that none of
them covers all of the activities of even the
conventional linear process (see Figures 1 and 2
overleaf). Moreover, none of them could be used for
all types of development process. For example:

Some methods (MCP and Method 1 are two

examples) concentrate on project management

and on defining what needs to be done (object-

ives, tasks, and deliverables of each phase).
They tend to be bureaucratic and documentationoriented and, as such, are inappropriate for

small developments and nonspecialist users. At

the sametime, they give little assistance on how

to do it
help.

for example, no detailed estimating

Other methods focus only on a single phase or

even part of a phase of the development cycle
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development
Figure 1 No one type of method completely covers every phase of conventional
Type of method

Multiphase

Development phase.

Single-phase

Management

How

~~ \.
How

What

What

Analysis and design
How

What

System-build

How

What

Integrated

How

What

A.MQo

Enhancement and maintenance
Indicates the extent to which each type of method covers each development phase.

for example, requirements analysis (Ethics) or
project estimating (Slim).
Some methods claim to cover the whole cycle (for

example, LSDM/SSADM and Information En-

gineering)

but provide little assistance with

project managementorfeasibility studies.

Few proprietary methods incorporate techniques

for package selection.
only four that did.

In our sample, we found

Even fewer methods tackle personal (or enduser) computing. We found just two that gave

some guidelines on how to manage such devel-

opments.

Manyproprietary methods can be used only to

develop traditional mainstream data processing
systems. This is because most methods are
specialist
whereas
data-oriented,
heavily

systems (such as realtime or process-control
systems) or, increasingly, systems built into

products tend to focus on activities and timecriticality.

Thus, no one proprietary method is a complete

solution to the demands placed on the systems
department.
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Methodsneedtools
Some of the most valuable techniques employed by

modern methods are either impossible or very cumbersometo use withoutsuitabletools:

Many project-management, planning, and esti-

mating methods require easy access to and
manipulation of large volumes of project data.
Tools such as PMW (Project Manager Work-

bench), Maestro, and Prompt allow this to be
done.

Similarly, data-analysis diagrams will be prepared and maintained only if it is easy to do so.

Tools such as an analyst/designer workbench
are need to ensure this.

Our research suggests that where suitable tools are
not provided, the method is regarded as tedious and
and
impractical)
as
(even
time-consuming
quickly falls into disuse. Conversely, if some types
of tool are used outside the framework of a method,

the underlying techniques are not understood, and
the use of the tool flounders. The message here is

simple. In implementing a method, do not forget to
include appropriate tools. Figure 3 lists the range of

facilities provided by system development tools. As
with methods, no tool covers the whole of the conven-

tional development process.

1X FOUNDATION
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development
Figure 2 No onetype of tool completely supports every phase of conventional
Type oftool
Analyst/designer
workbenches

Project
management

How

What

How

Development phase

Programming

What

How

What

|

Survey and feas
Requirements analysis

Advanced systembuilding tools

IPSEs

\\NS

What

How

What

How

y

SS

Systems design

Programming
Testing

Implementati ion

MTN.

Enhancement and maintenance
tphase.
GN Indicates the extent to which each typeof tool covers each developmen

Introducing methods

Figure 3 Rangeoffacilities provided by system developmenttools

z

Several decision have to be made in introducing
system development methods:

e

Can youafford to wait?

Typeoffacility

Se

Administrative

;

oe

:

Our research revealed that the methods and

Multi-user

different stages of development; many are

Soe

:

Z

5

tools marketplace is still very immature.
The methods and tools employed are at

relatively new. We believe that over the next
co

year to eighteen months there will be substantial improvements in tools and techni-

ques and thus that any decision on methods
and tools should be deferred if possible.
Hence, the first decision involves analysing
the

current

development

problems

deciding if delay = can be = tolerated.
symptoms of acute difficulty include:

and

The

Extreme user dissatisfaction.

¢

Wholesale lack of control of development
costs and time.
Significant quality problems.

Systems

departments

experiencing

symptoms cannotafford to wait.
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these

| Maestro|provides facllities for

2

é
mail, standard forms,
text handling, andeecontrol of

documentation.

Maestro, ISTAR, and BIS IPSEall provide

a multi-user environment. (Note: Delta,

Speedbuilder, and PDFnaturally existin
a multi-user environment).
manned
al
extensive project management

provide

emis,

capabilities:

-

Artemis is mostsuitable for large
projects.

PMWprovidesa high level of
functionality but is PC-based

.

Reauirerents
analysis

Systemanalysis! ;

e

¢

earecenen
TOject

ie
Tools providing eeproptiate facilities

design

Implementation

(as is Prompt).
S

:

Analyst supports Core and is a
Core
sophisticated tool for requirements
analysis.

Many tools provide system analysis/

designfacilities.As yet, no one tool
appears to be superiorto the others,

although Excelerator probably has the
largest worldwide marketshare.

Implementation tools vary widely, but IEF

is thefirst tool to offer automatic code
generation.
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Which developmentprocess
should methodsbe applied to?

As discussed earlier, it is important to under-

stand the development requirements of the

current and future (the next five years)
application workload in order to determine

the characteristics of the methods needed.

Hence, the second decision involves determining which development processes need to
be supported by methods
for example,
conventional, iterative, small-systems, end-

user, or application-package development.

Which development problems
needto be tackled?

In the absence of methods or tools that cover

the whole of the life cycle, organisations
should only adopt such proprietary methods

and tools that cover the most important parts
of the development life cycle. One or two well-

established, user-friendly techniques and associated tools directed at your most severe
development difficulties will prove more beneficial than trying to configure a set of
methodsto meetall contingencies.
However, our research confirmed that most

organisations find it extremely difficult to
identify where the shortcomings are and what
remedies are needed because their current
development performance is not known. We
believe that acquiring this knowledge is a

necessary prelude to judging the comparative
merits of proprietary development methods,

and we would discourage organisations from
choosing methodswithoutit.

Whichselection approachis
the most appropriate?

There are essentially three possible appro-

aches to selecting methods. The third decision involves deciding which is most
appropriate in the light of the development
processes.
Off-the-shelf: Some suppliers provide integrated methods and tools that they claim
cover the whole development life cycle. Our

analysis showedthat this is not the case but,
there are nevertheless a few products (the in-

tegrated project support environments, or
IPSEs) that come closeto this objective. These
integrated products are at an early stage of

development and require extensive support.

It is important to investigate carefully the
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commercial standing of some of the suppliers
involved.
Build your own:

the best fit

This approach will provide

but constant updating will be

required to take advantage of new concepts
and software opportunities. It is very expensive and time-consuming and requires a

level of expertise not commonly available in

in-house development departments.
(One
organisation wrote off 25 man-years of effort
before deciding to use proprietary methods.)
Configure your own:

This approach involves

mixing and matching techniques and tools
and filling any gaps with internal standards

so that the whole of the developmentlife cycle

is covered. Thus, the most appropriate products can be chosen
but there will invariably
be some overlap betweentheselected products,

whichwill need to be addressed.

Butler Cox recommends the
own' approach.

configure-your-

How do you choose proprietary
products?

The choice of a proprietary method must be
made by the senior management of the
development department.
The evaluation
period can be kept short by concentrating on

suppliers with a sound commercial basis and
focusing on essentials such as the suppliers

commercial stability, product support (training, documentation, on-site assistance), and
compatibility with the current situation. The

latter is important since it includes not only
equipment and software considerations but
also cultural considerations.

Large, bureau-

cratic organisations tend to prefer methods

that emphasise control and documentation.
Smaller companies prefer results-oriented
techniques suchas prototyping.

It is important to make the final decision as

quickly as possible and to concentrate effort

on

introducing

properly.

the

method

(or

methods)

We recommend selecting methods, with
associated tools, from well-established suppliers. Short-list only those vendors whose

commercial status and future are without
doubt. Then spend significant time and effort

in properly stage-managing the method's
introduction andin policing its use so that the

benefits are not frustrated by malpractice,

and so that other methods are not introduced,
by well-meaningstaff, throughthe backdoor.

BUTLER COX FOUNDATION
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Critical success factors

For methods to succeed, time and effort must be

spent on stage-managing their introduction.
critical factors for success include:

The

Senior business management
consent

Senior business management agreement and

support is necessary for several reasons. The
costs, time, and lost opportunity attributable to

introducing methods are so significant that
corporate approval and backing is vital.
Systems staff will be diverted from appli-

cation work-in-progress, and their relationship with the users will change. Senior business management needs to understand and

be preparedto accept these implications.

Systems departmentstructure

New methods
impact on the
necessitate a
Do not begin

are likely to have a major
roles of systems staff and may
departmental reorganisation.
the introduction of a method

until this issue has been properly thought
through andresolved.

Pilot the method

a project manager and make him or her
accountable for the success of the imple-

mentation

measurable in terms of effective

use and gains in productivity.
the project team is properly

Ensure that
funded and

resourced (a typical team size is three or four

staff) and that a formal implementation plan,
based on the pilot results, is developed and
agreed. This plan will contain, as a mini-

mum, the training programme, the creation

of guidelines and standards to complement
the method, and the phased introduction of the
method into both new development and
maintenance projects.

Allow sufficient resources

Finally, it is worth stressing that the
introduction of methods and their associated
tools takes:

°

Time (at least 12 months). Do not try to
progress too quickly, and do not be sur-

°

Money.
training.

*

prised if the productivity improvements
are not forthcoming immediately.
Do not skimp

Good management.

especially on

Staff motivation is

vital. Use the pilot team as missionaries
for the new method.

A pilot is the best way of deciding how best to
implement the new method. Practical experi-

° Support during the pilot, implementation,

ing the changes to existing practices and

development staff and users, to train new
staff in the method, and to update the

ence of the workings of the method in the
environment and culture for. which it is
intended is enormously helpful in discoverroles that may be required as a result of the

method's use. Be careful about the composition of the pilot. Choose a project team that
represents the average level of expertise and
experience in your systems department.

Your best staff are bound to make the method
work

but you may learn nothing. Choose an

application that is fairly typical

avoid high-

risk projects, but do not select an application

that is so trivial (or contrived) that it is

unlikely to expose any difficulties.
Above
all, analyse the pilot results very carefully.

You will need a thorough grasp of how the
method is going to work in your environment.

Treat implementation as a
major project

The implementation of a set of methods and
tools to cover the whole developmentlife cycle

should be treated as a major project. Appoint

BUTLER COX FOUNDATION
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and even beyond. It is best provided by the
supplier until implementation is complete.

Establish an advisory service to provide
continuing support for the method, to help

guidelines and standards complementing

the method.
Experience and changing
circumstances will suggest the need for

change. Figure 4 (overleaf) explains pre-

cisely what help you can expect from the

suppliers (including what the deliverables
are
that is, what you have actually
bought) and at whatprice.

Monitor the payback

Our discussions with organisations that have
invested in system development methods

suggest that their motivation for so doing was
an intuitive belief that methods help to
improve the quality, cost, and timeliness of
the development process. Whilst we would
not quarrel with this belief, we would urge

development directors and managers to adopt

a more aggressive approach. The total invest-

ment in a method (especially once all the

Management Summary
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Figure 4 Whatto expect from the method suppliers
Productfeature

Description

Documentation Manuals describing:
Ingeneral, the method and those
phasesof the developmentcycleit
covers.

= Step by step, for each major :

activity, what needsto be done and
how to doit.

Other comments

Pricing policy

This is the basic product, andit is
normally sold ata fixed price, with,

Be awarethat this documentation,

which is normally voluminous, is on

perhaps, some annual charge to cover the suppliers word processor.
updates.
Any amendmentswill, therefore, be
madephysically by the supplier

(irrespective of who prepared the.

amendment) andthe clientwill incur

word processing, printing, and
distribution costs (often at alarmingly
uncompetitive rates). _

For each milestone,the
deliverables(typically systems
documentation), with worked
examples.

Tailoring

Piloting

:

Training

It is possible to negotiate for the

Amending the method(especially the
documentation)to fit the client s
environment moreclosely. This might
involve including any equipmentor
software restrictions, for example.

Time and materials at consultancy
rates
apart perhapsfora limited
number ofdays of free support
included with the basic product.

Assisting the project team to pilot the
method throughthefirst application.

Time and materials at consultancy
rates.
,

fe

Preparation and presentation of
courses on ve method for systems

Staff and users.

source documents to be convertedto
the client's word processor
with
rights to amend it. This is also
generally expensive.
Tailoring generally must occur before

implementation. As a consequence,

the clientis likely to havetoolittle
experience of the producttotailor it
and will be dependent on the supplier.

Word processing, printing, and
distribution charges mayalso be
applicable.

This is where the suppliers make their
profit. Try to get a fixed price on this
potentially uncontrollable expense.

Specificterms of reference are
essential. Again,try for a fixed price.

Be awarethatthe successofthepilot

.

Fixed price per course
depending
upon duration and location.

maybeattributed to the supplier's

facilitator

enthusiasm for the

_|project may waneonce heisoff-site.
|Another potentially large expense.
Try to have courses on your own site:

secure ownershipof the material and

becomeself-sufficient as soon as

possible.

Ongoing
support

Assisting systemsstaff after
implementation.

Time and materials at consultancy
rates.

Software

Providing software tools to support the
method

Definitely optional. May be bought
Be aware that much of this software
from a different supplier. In any case, |runs on microcomputers and the
pricing may beeither once-off with an_|licence may be per machine. To make

annual maintenancecontract, or

monthly rental.

Any documentation (up to a specified

limit) may be includedin the software

Do not remain dependent on the
supplier. Establish your own, in-house

support unit.

the software availableto all users in

the systems department can be very

|@xPensive.

price
but not other requirements
(like piloting, training etc).

support and training costs have been in-

cluded) is high. You should look for and
achieve a good commercial return on this

investment. You should be prepared to set
targets for improvementsin:

¢
¢

¢ Speed of implementation.
Extent to which operational service agreements are not met because of development
difficulties.

The rate of achievement of tested function
points (or lines of code, for those who
prefer).

The level of changes and enhancements.

Error rates during all phases of testing

ance costs have moved from 30 per cent to 5
per cent of the total development effort).

and during initial implementation.
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Maintenance costs (here, some organisations are suggesting that their mainten-
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¢ Variations between actual expenditure and
budgeted expenditure.

Set up mechanisms to monitor your systems
department's
current development perform-

translated into real cost savings that you can
use to justify the method in thefirst place.

if you need to invest in new methods and you
have no way of calculating (or measuring) the
potential return.

All of these improvements can and should be

Conclusions

The benefits that any specific organisation can
expect will depend upon the scope for improvement,
given its current development track record, the type
of method introduced, and the attention and resources given to implementing the method. Hence, we
re-emphasise our three main recommendations:

Management Summary

ance. Without this data you do not really know

If you can, wait until the suppliers have produced

better products. If you cannot wait, be sure to
choose methods and tools that best meet your
development profile and are supplied by mainstream vendors.
If you invest in a method now, be sure to fund

and resource its introduction properly
wise you will waste your investment.

Using System
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